
Please Note: This is a draft of the instructions. The instructions will be
finalized and the website updated when the games go to the printer.

Seek OUT! nature adventure hunt game
Quick Starter.
Go outdoors.
Use the cards as prompts for a scavenger hunt.
Have fun!

Introduction
Seek OUT! is a card game designed to be played outdoors by exploring nature. This game is your guide to
discovering natural wonders.

# players: 1-6 (more if you break into teams)
Ages: 5 to 99
Contents: 29 cards, 1 Keeper crib card, 1 carry pouch, instructions
Time to Play: 15-30 min for basic game (add as much investigation and discussion as you like to extend
playtime)

We have included some basic rules, but feel free to adapt and change them depending on the age and amount
of players. You can also adapt play to different natural areas you visit. Below find a list of Variations to kickstart
unique ways to play. This basic deck can be played in most urban or wild parks, playgrounds, backyards, and

many neighborhoods. You never know what you will discover in that
weedy vacant lot in your neighborhood.

Parts of the cards

Color-coded background helps to organize the cards by type.
● Reds: animals
● Greens: plants
● Blues: water/minerals
● Browns: features

Image example of what to seek- great for pre and early readers.

Text of what to seek.

Text to take the players further into more exploration, discussion,
and research if desired.

Card number to identify each card. You can use this in a journal or
social media to tag your Finds for each game. Or use the number
to search what other players across the world discover. Ie.
#seekOUT24
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Basic Play
1. Pick a person to be in charge of the deck (aka Keeper).
2. Keeper hands out 2 Seek OUT! cards to each of the other players (aka Seekers).
3. Seekers look for at least 1 example of what is pictured/written on the top portion of each card (aka

Find).
4. Seekers then lead the Keeper to the Finds.
5. Seekers trade completed cards for new cards with the Keeper until all the cards have been

completed and each Seeker has had a chance with any challenging Finds.

Game End
The game ends when all the cards have been exhausted. Put aside cards that weren't found, and the entire
group can collaborate on locating the Finds for these cards.  If the group can't complete a card then look
up some examples later at home/library.

Winning
You can always play without points, winners, or losers because everyone who spends time in nature is a winner!
However, if you want to play for competition the Keeper tallies how many Finds each Seeker got. Seekers earn 5
points for every card they connect to a Find and 1 point for every additional unique Find for a given card. The
Seeker with the most points wins.

Variations - this is where you can get creative to extend playtime and exploration
➔ Solo and group play- pick a path or a defined natural area and see how many cards you can Seek

out. Record your Finds in a notebook. Many of the variations below can be adapted for solo play too.
If you have a larger group or party of over 6 you will want an additional pack of cards to keep the
pace of play going.

➔ Knowledge-Based
◆ Dig In and Dig Deeper: sections at the bottom of certain cards can help younger and older

play to their levels
◆ Fun Facts: section gives an extra layer of knowledge behind the card
◆ I Wonder: section provides questions to open discussion of further research
◆ Pre or Early readers can play using the drawings to decide what to seek. There are no wrong

answers.
◆ Pair up older kids with younger ones to help create cooperative play.

➔ Bring along a notebook and pencil or colors. Seekers can draw their samples, make notes with
words, numbers, and maps. Seekers can keep using this notebook to find the same cards but from
different areas and compare the Finds.

➔ Bring a camera/smartphone to photo the Finds. Then use the photos at home to investigate further.
You can also gather photos for the same cards but from different areas and compare the Finds.

➔ Some places like your yard allow you to gather many of the Finds. Those can be collected and
discussed or made into nature art.

➔ Set a goal for finding the most Finds for given cards.
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➔ Time-Based
◆ Bring a stopwatch and keep time for each of the Seekers or the cards. Who can find what’s

on their cards the fastest?
◆ If you are playing a time-based game the Seeker gets 100 points for each of their fastest

discoveries.
◆ Go play at the same location but at very different times of the year or during different

weather.
➔ Distance-Based

◆ Play the game while taking a hike. Keeper can decide how fast or slow to hand out the
cards

◆ Go play in a different location or time of year and, after noting in your journal what you
found, compare them to the other entries.

◆ Set a distance (like a 10-foot square) in your area and try to locate as many Finds for your
cards as possible in that set space.

◆ Bullseye- The Keeper marks a central spot with a bag or bottle. The further the Seekers have
to go from the central spot to locate a Find the fewer points they receive.

◆ Seekers can draw a map of where they found samples for their cards. Then the Keeper or
other Seekers use the map to seek out the same Find.

Seek OUT! Nature Community
Each card is numbered so you can post on social media with the hashtags #seekOUT_game and #seekOUT24
(or whatever number is listed in the bottom corner of each card).  You can follow and reference what other
Finds the Seekers across the Seek OUT! community are locating.
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